SPECIAL SITUATIONS CHECKLIST

“FAILING TO PREPARE, IS PREPARING TO FAIL”

• JUMP BALL – OFF/DEF
• START EACH QTR – OFF/DEF

• END 1ST; 2ND; 3RD QTRS – OFF/DEF… “LAST SHOT – NO SHOT”

• ATO’S – OFF/DEF… REMINDERS
• AFT’S – OFF/DEF

• BOBS – OFF/DEF
• SOBS – OFF/DEF

• FOULS TO GIVE
• STAR DEFENSE

• 2 FOR 1
• LOW SHOT CLOCK
• BEHIND – SCORE QUICK

END GAME – LAST MINUTE – AHEAD/BEHIND/TIED
• OFFENSE–DEFENSE
• TIMEOUTS/MOVE
• NO TIMEOUTS

SIDELINE ACTIONS
• NEED A 2; NEED A 3; TIED/HOLD
• 1 PASS; 2 PASS; 3 PASS
• EXPECT TO BE FOULED

Special situations should be practiced everyday!
Make sure you time all your plays.
Will your plays work vs man and zone — switching?
Do you have verbal as well as signals for your plays?